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We dream of a Divine Global
Order -the World United States
(WUS) by making India a
„Global Teacher„ !

H

The ‘Master’ of Masters

uman history often encountered a self-made
existential crisis. And
the cause of that crisis was their
ignorance about the science of
life and lift. Though man struggled to overcome it by trial and
error methods and somehow got
success. But again it repeated in
a newer form.

Inspired by Indo-Aryanisation,
- is an ancient discovery of
the natural laws of human
evolution to balance Socio
Environmental Ecology (SEE)
of modern civilisation, with a
realisation of ‘oneness’ to all. But simulta-

PenUp
Global Leadership

L

eadership word is often
used in the political arena or in corporate sectors, who lead an organisation.
But it has a wider horizon. He is
a leader who serves to protect,
nurture, and uphold people’s
existence as an oneness feeling.
Such natural leaders are not
elected but selected by the
people. For example Jesus
Christ. Why was he accepted by
a large number of the World
people? Because he had a feeling of the same ‘oneness’. He
realised, everyone’s existence is
his own existence. So he was
desperate to reach out to the
people. This was his ‘selfinterest’. But an elected ’leader’
has some ‘other’ self-interest!

neously
time to time
we
get
some great
(the greatest) Masters
who
irrespective of
varieties in mankind uniquely
teach us to root out the root
cause of all sorts of crisis, which
is germinated within a human, the dis-ordered complexes.

accept the present to learn the
technique of life and growth.
Their path is to uphold human
existence in respective times,
that is Dharma, and it is one.
He says - one may not accept
‘God’ but if he believes his life,
then he embraces the laws of
life out of the urge of existence.
This ’existential urge’ is in fact,
God. So God
is also one
and
this
urge is present in every
matter,
so
God too.

The
most
dynamic
aspect of His lessons is total
amalgamation of Science and
Dharma, togetherness of Materialism and Spiritualism, that
makes Him the Master of the
Sree Sree Anukulchandra was Masters of this age.
also one of such Masters in this
His mission is Man Making Miscentury. 133 years ago (Sept. 14,
sion, the transformation of
1888) He was born, and served
man’s Psycho-genic existence
mankind till January 26, 1969.
into it’s highest form. It enables
The uniqueness of His teachings the consciousness of the individwas - acknowledging the past ual, which would secure the inProphets (those are the best ner urge towards the total evoworld leaders too), one should lution of self and global society.

World Master’s Message
“Compromise of common interest is the
comrade of misery.”
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